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Storm Menswear are official stockists of the Jack Jones Clothing Brand. Having opened a store in the North East of England in August 2009 we now
aim to bring you Jack & Jones Clothing to you at via our on-line store saving you ££££s off High Street prices.
Jeans

Free delivery on all UK Orders!!
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Jack & Jones Brand/Company Info

Shorts

Jack &Jones was established in 1989 and is one of Europes leading producers of menswear. Jack &Jones is part of Bestseller, a family-owned
clothing company founded in Ring¸bing, Denmark, in 1975 by Troels Holch Povlsen. Today, more than 15,000 employees design, develop, sell and
market Bestsellers brands all over the world. Cool, casual, and confident are the key characteristics of the Jack &Jones Universe, an authentic
environment where guys can push their lifestyle to the limits and live life to the fullest. Jack &Jones gives you the denim styles to match your laidback
attitude by being the best jeans brand around.
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In collaboration with the best jeans-makers in Italy, Jack &Jones creates jeans with a perfect fit in the coolest styles. This collaboration has helped
make Jack &Jones play a large role in a worldwide denim culture. Jeans fanatics everywhere prefer Jack &Jones as their brand of choice.

Jeans Intelligence
Jeans Intelligence is the core Jack &Jones line and offers fantastic jeans. This line is for dedicated jeans fanatics - straightforward guys who live life
to the full, uncomplicated guys who focus on the coolest sports, the hottest holiday destinations and the greatest bands. Someone who just knows
whats going on around him!
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Jeans Intelligence is made for active lives. For the unpolished type who wants to look great but who also has other things on his mind. Jeans
Intelligence simply has the coolest jeans wear! Great jeans with a perfect fit in the trendiest styles, and of course masculine tees, shirts and knits in
funky designs and carefully selected colours and fabrics.
A Jeans Intelligence guy combines his clothes in a style inspired by rock music, history and the impulses of the big city lifestyle.
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Premium Vintage from Jack &Jones is for the casual jeans type. He is a sporty, free styling guy, who enjoys lots of adventurous, physical activities.
Outdoor life is very important to the Premium Vintage man, especially when he can simply enjoy life. He may choose a suit for work or other
occasions, but whenever he can he goes for a cool and comfortable look.
The Premium Vintage comprises casual, comfortable and super cool designs. The styles include trousers, tees, shirts or sweats made of soft
fabrics in toned-down colours and with great details.
Premium Vintage reflects the ultimate sense of freedom to do whatever, whenever.

Premium
Premium is for the confident, ambitious Jack &Jones customer. His taste in clothes is sophisticated, but he likes to combine jeans with a classic
shirt and to underline his appearance with a funky pair of shoes. The Premium guy prefers urban life with cool bars, restaurants, trendy cafes. He
finds inspiration everywhere - in film, architecture and design, art and culture.
The Premium collection is designed for a contemporary, on the beat kind of guy. The designs are classic and stylish, made of deluxe fabrics in a
carefully composed colour scheme.
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